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Abstract

TCP performance problems are notoriously difficult to diagnose because subtle differences in TCP parameters and features may lead to completely different performance. The gold standard for diagnosis is to collect packet traces and trace TCP executions. However, it is not easy to use these tools in large-scale data centers where many TCP connections interact with each other. In this paper, we introduce DETER, a deterministic TCP replay tool, which runs lightweight recording all the time at all the hosts and then replays selected collections where operators can collect packet traces and trace TCP executions for diagnosis. The key challenge for deterministic TCP replay is the butterfly effect—a small timing variation causes a chain reaction between TCP and the network that drives the system to a completely different state in the replay. To eliminate the butterfly effect, we propose to replay individual TCP connection separately and capture all the interactions between a connection with the applications and the network. We show that DETER has low recording overhead and can help diagnose many TCP performance problems such as long latency related to receive buffer shrinking, zero windows, late fast retransmission, frequent retransmission timeout, and problems related to the switch shared buffer.

1 Introduction

Modern data center applications increasingly rely on high throughput and low latency TCP performance. Yet, these applications often experience TCP performance problems that are hard to diagnose. This is because the TCP stack is a complex system that involves many heuristics to deal with network conditions and application behaviors, and it has many variations that optimize for different traffic scenarios and application objectives.

As a result, there is simply no single best setting for all scenarios. Researchers invent more than two TCP variations every year and there are already tens of congestion control algorithms to choose in Linux. TCP in Linux 4.4 has 63 parameters to configure, some of which are less known to normal application developers, such as early retransmission flag and TCP low latency flag which provides options for optimizing specific traffic settings. Other parameters are hard to configure even for TCP experts, as they have to run TCP multiple times to fully understand the influences of different parameter settings and the interactions of various TCP features. For example, thin-dupACK dynamically changes the threshold of the number of dupACK for fast retransmission based on the size of the current transfer. TSO window divisor affects the Nagle test for TSO, which decides how many packets to wait in order to form a larger packet.

Moreover, TCP is under continuous, error-prone development. There are 16 bugs identified in Linux TCP [25] in just July and August of 2018. As an example, one bug is related to DCTCP, where the DCTCP CC’s ACK generation conflicts with the basic TCP framework’s ACK generation, resulting in some packets never being acknowledged [19].

Many misconfigurations and bugs are hard to diagnose because they are sporadic and intermittent. However, they are still sufficient to degrade application performance, especially in data centers where large scale distributed systems often involve thousands of requests to fulfill a task [48, 39], because a single long latency may delay the entire task [32, 42].

Although diagnosing TCP performance problems is notoriously hard, the gold standard tools are still the same as what have been used for tens of years: capturing packet traces [18] and tracing TCP executions [13, 1]. While these tools are useful for diagnosing individual connections, using them in large-scale data center environments is hard, because there are millions of flows from hundreds of thousands of hosts interfering with each other constantly. Collecting packets and tracing TCP executions at all hosts and switches takes large quantities of storage, computing, and bandwidth resources. TCP counters [58, 28] are useful lightweight tools in production, but they are not detailed enough to diagnose the complex settings and interactions mentioned above (see more examples of complex TCP performance problems in §5).

A common way to debug complex large-scale systems is
Deterministic replay [52, 40, 33, 49, 27, 37]. Deterministic replay is proven to be an effective tool for developers to recreate performance problems, identify their root causes, and uncover many long-standing bugs in popular software. It would be ideal if we can deterministically replay TCP (i.e., deterministically re-execute the TCP code).

However, deterministically replaying a large network of TCP connections is difficult because TCP is a tightly coupled system with multiple interacting parties: applications, the network, other TCP connections traversing through a common switch, and the kernel at hosts.

In particular, the closed-loop nature of TCP creates a butterfly effect, where even small timing variations (e.g., clock drifts) between the runtime and the replay can drive the system to an entirely different state. Better time synchronization cannot solve this problem: even a nanosecond of timing variation leads to completely different TCP behaviors (§2.2). This is because small timing variations at hosts can cause different packet arrival orders at switches and therefore different packet drops. The differences in packet drops cause different TCP behaviors (e.g., congestion control) in turn, leading to different traffic rates from TCP senders and causing more differences in switch behaviors such as packet drops. Such butterfly effect propagates to many flows in the entire network after many rounds.

To eliminate the butterfly effect, we propose DETER, a DEtermi
nistic TCP Replay system, which breaks the closed loop interactions by replaying each TCP connection separately. We identify the minimal set of signals that capture all the interactions between a TCP connection with the application and the network, and record these signals at hosts in a lightweight manner. Specifically, DETER captures application socket calls and any impact on packets (e.g., if they are dropped or marked ECN) in the runtime. In the replay, we no longer need switches because all their actions to packets have been recorded and can be simply replayed. Since all the switch actions are deterministically replayed, we break the butterfly effect. We also isolate the TCP connection with other connections in the network because they only interact through switch actions.

The next question is how to deterministically replay an individual TCP connection. Although we already capture the interactions with the application and the network, there are still non-determinisms in the kernel at hosts. We design a customized solution for TCP which captures TCP-kernel interactions such as the kernel calling TCP handler functions, TCP reading kernel variables, and locks in thread scheduling. Note that we do not need to capture every packet, as the sender and receiver can generate packets and ACK for each other. The size of our total recording is just 2.1–3.1% of the size of fully compressed packet traces.

Since the recording is lightweight, DETER can run at all times for every connection on each host. Upon observing a performance problem, we can use DETER to zoom into any TCP connection, deterministically replay its exact same execution, capture packet traces, and examine TCP state during the execution—all after the fact. We can also iteratively debug the same performance problem instance multiple times to collect different levels of detail each time.

Once we have the packet traces for each connection using DETER, we can also replay network queues in a physical network, emulator, or simulator as long as the setup has the same topology, routing, buffer size, and switch queuing algorithms as the runtime. During the replay, we push all the outgoing packets for all the senders into the network based on their timestamps. We also introduce a heuristic that significantly improves the accuracy of replaying packet drops.

We demonstrate the benefits of DETER by showing how we diagnose TCP performance problems in a Spark application with 26.2K connections, tail latency problems in an empirical web search workload with incasts, and example performance problems in a local testbed. With DETER, we can also diagnose a wide range of performance problems that require tracing the TCP execution, such as long latency related to receive buffer shrinking, zero windows, late fast retransmission, frequent retransmission timeout, and problems related to the switch shared buffer. The main limitation of DETER is that it requires recording at both the sender and the receiver of a connection and therefore cannot work when we do not have access to both ends.

2 Diagnosis Example and Challenges

We use a diagnosis example to demonstrate the benefits of deterministic replay. We then use the example to show the key challenge to enable the deterministic replay—the butterfly effect. Even a nanosecond of sending timing variation leads to completely different TCP behaviors.

2.1 A Diagnosis Example

We use an example to show how DETER helps diagnose TCP performance problems. We run a network with two senders (A and B) and one receiver, which are connected to a single switch and 10 Gbps links between them. Each sender sends two long flows of 20 MB each. 30 ms after the long flow starts, sender A sends a short flow of 30 KB to the same receiver. In one run, the short flow takes 49 ms to complete, which is two orders of magnitude higher than its expected completion time. In comparison, the RTO is just 16 ms.

Usually, people diagnose a problem by reproducing it. However, this problem is very hard to reproduce (shown in §2.2). If we cannot reproduce a problem, we have to rely on the information captured online, such as the TCP counters that data centers usually continuously monitor [58, 28]. Unfortunately, TCP counters are not enough for diagnosing this problem. The counter for retransmission timeout is two, but twice the RTO (2*16 ms) is still much less than 49 ms.
While deterministic TCP replay is a powerful tool for diagnosing TCP performance problems, it is not easy to ensure determinism. For the above example, if we simply replay with the same socket calls at the same times as the runtime, we cannot reproduce the problem.

With DETER, we can deterministically replay the connections using the lightweight data recorded in the runtime (Table 1). During the replay, we capture the packet trace at the receiver side for the short flow (Figure 1). The trace shows that the second timeout is 32 ms. This is because the two timeouts are consecutive and thus trigger exponential backoff. The trace also shows the reason why the sender experiences the second timeout: the receiver receives the first retransmitted packet at 16.94 ms, but it does not send an ACK. Without the ACK, the sender has to retransmit again at 48.93 ms.

Why does the receiver not send an ACK for the first retransmitted packet? DETER allows us to replay multiple times, in order to collect more data and iteratively diagnose the problem. We replay again and use Ftrace [1] to get the function call graph on the processing of the first retransmitted packet. It shows that TCP enters the delayed ACK function, which means TCP decides to delay the ACK for the first retransmitted packet. The delayed ACK timeout is 40ms (which is a hardcoded value in the kernel and not configurable), which is longer than 2*RTO, so the second retransmission triggers first.

The root cause of this problem is that delayed ACK is very risky in the presence of RTO, because after RTO the sender can only send one packet. Ideally, the receiver needs a way to identify retransmissions (e.g., the sender marks the retransmitted packets), so it does not delay the ACK for them.

As a workaround today, reducing the delayed ACK timeout can mitigate the problem.

### 2.2 Butterfly Effect

While deterministic TCP replay is a powerful tool for diagnosing TCP performance problems, it is not easy to ensure determinism. For the above example, if we simply replay with the same socket calls at the same times as the runtime, we cannot reproduce the problem.\(^1\) Figure 2 shows that when we replay 100 times, the short flow always has way less than 49 ms flow completion times (FCT). In the production

\[^1\text{We synchronize the clocks among the senders and receivers to 100s of nanoseconds precision by PTP (Precision Time Protocol [2]).}\]

where there are more flows and more dynamic traffic than our testbed, it is more difficult to reproduce the same problem.

The key challenge for the deterministic replay is the butterfly effect. Packet sending times at hosts often have microsecond-level variation between the replay and the runtime. This is caused by the inherent host non-determinisms, such as the clock drift, context switching, kernel scheduling, and cache state [42].

The small variation gets amplified by the butterfly effect—the closed loop interactions between switches and TCP. A small packet sending time variation may change the order of packets from different hosts at a switch, which causes switch action variations—the switch may drop or mark ECN on a different set of packets. This starts the butterfly effect in the closed loop between switches and TCP: Switch action variations cause TCP behavior variations (e.g., TCP changing congestion window size differently). TCP behavior variations change its flow sending rates, which affect the queue lengths at all the switches the flow traverses ever since and lead to more switch action variations. Such a chain reaction between switches and TCP affects more and more flows all over the network in multiple rounds.

One may expect that reducing the sending time variation (e.g., better clock synchronization, more deterministic packet processing time) can improve the replay accuracy. However, our experiment shows that even a nanosecond of variation can lead to completely different packet-level behaviors.

We run an ns3 simulation [15] to control the sending time variation. We use the same topology and traffic as in §2.1. For the runtime, we set the host packet processing delay to 10 us, the same as what we measure in the testbed. The short flow incurs a long flow completion time because of the correlated RTO and delayed ACK. We then replay the experiment with the same socket calls and timings. To simulate different levels of sending time variation, we simulate a normal distribution of host packet processing delay with the same mean delay of 10 us but with a standard deviation ranging from 0 to 1000 ns. For each level, we replay 100 times.

Figure 3 shows the percentage of replays that reproduce the correlated RTO and ACK delay on the short flow. Once the sending time variation exceeds zero, even just 1 ns, the probability of reproducing the same problem suddenly drops.

This is because with a non-zero sending time variation, there is always a chance that a switch takes different actions on a packet between the runtime and the replay. Smaller timing variation can only delay the appearance of different ac-
We break the closed loop between TCP and the switches by showing how to replay switch queuing behaviors. This decouples the TCP and the network so that switch determinisms happen in the interactions between TCP and the kernel. Third, we introduce a rate-based sampling solution to reduce the overhead of recording packet sending times. Finally, with the packet traces of all the connections, we can just replay them. Since the switch actions are deterministically replayed, we break the butterfly effect.

This result indicates that we cannot simply rely on reducing the sending time variation. This motivates our DETER design, which decouples the TCP and the network so that switch action variations cannot affect TCP.

## 3 DETER Design

In this section, we discuss DETER design with four key ideas: first, we break the butterfly effect by replaying individual TCP connections separately and record TCP’s interactions with the application and the network. Second, to deterministically replay each TCP connection, we record all the non-determinisms that happen in the interactions between TCP and the kernel. Third, we introduce a rate-based sampling solution to reduce the overhead of recording packet sending times. Finally, with the packet traces of all the connections, we show how to replay switch queuing behaviors.

### 3.1 Breaking the Butterfly Effect

We break the closed loop between TCP and the switches by replaying individual connections separately. We identify the minimal set of signals that capture all the interactions of a TCP connection with the application and the network.

TCP interacts with applications through socket calls. DETER captures all socket calls and its input arguments such as the number of read/recv bytes and socket flags.

---

2 Although we cannot show all 100 replays here, we inspect each of them, and they have similar trend.

---

3 We discuss TCP connections on the same host in the next subsection.
TCP also has three non-determinisms from interacting with the kernel: the kernel may call TCP handler functions, the TCP may read kernel variables, and there is thread scheduling.

1. **TCP handler function calls from kernel:** The kernel may call some TCP handler functions. For example, the OS timer may call TCP timeout handler. The kernel may also call a submission handler, which sends more packets in the send buffer. We need to record them.

2. **Reading kernel variables:** TCP reads a few variables that are updated by other kernel programs (or hardware), such as memory pressure indicator, the jiffies (a low-resolution clock), the mstamp (a microsecond-resolution clock), and the send queue byte count. We should record the return value of each read.

3. **Thread scheduling:** TCP works in a multi-threaded environment. Different threads, such as applications, NIC interrupts, and OS timers, access the shared socket variables by calling TCP handler functions. For example, an application thread calls a socket call handler to copy data into the socket send buffer; a NIC interrupt may call the TCP receive packet handler to free up some space of the send buffer; OS timer may call the timeout handler to send a pending packet in the send buffer. It is important to ensure the order of different threads accessing the same variable. Fortunately, TCP uses a single socket lock to ensure that only one thread can access all the shared variables at a time. Thus, we just record the order of lock acquisition of different threads by giving a sequence number for each lock acquisition.

In the replay, we run the same TCP stack with the same TCP configuration as the runtime. In addition to the socket call generator and the packet corrector, we also generate handler calls from the kernel based on the recorded logs. We feed in the recorded kernel variables when TCP reads them. We also enforce the order of lock acquisition of different threads (see §4 for more details).

### 3.3 Sampling Packet Sending Times

So far we have ensured the ordering of TCP behaviors (e.g., the sequence of packets, state updates, loss detections, timeouts). One remaining question is how to replay packet sending times accurately. Recording the sending times for all the packets takes high storage overhead. To reduce the overhead, we choose to sample packets, record the sending times for sampled packets, and infer the times for the other packets. The question is how to select the samples in real-time while bounding the inference error within a given threshold \( th \).

**Strawman solution: gap-based sampling.** TCP usually sends packets in bursts. So intuitively for each burst, we can keep the sending time of the first packet and the burst length. Assuming all the packets in the same burst follow the same sending rate, we can then infer the sending times of all the unsampled packets. We can identify packets in the same bursts if their interarrival time is below a threshold.

We perform a simple experiment to show that this approach has an unbounded error. We send two flows from two senders through a shared 10 Gbps link. The second flow starts 500us after the first flow. Figure 5 shows the packet sending time series of the first flow. All the packets from the 96-th to the 499-th are in the same burst (i.e., no gap of packet sending time), but the rate changes. As a result, the inferred sending time of the 323-th packet is 38 us later than the actual time.

**Our solution: Rate-based sampling.** Gap-based sampling fails to sample packets when the packet rate changes. Therefore, instead of recording the burst length, we propose to record the packet rate. When the inferred sending time based on the recorded packet rate is wrong (i.e., the difference with the actual time is above the threshold \( th \)), we sample a new packet. We set \( th \) to 5 us by default.

Specifically, in the runtime, we follow Algorithm 1. \( s \) is the previous sampled packet and \( p \) is the new packet. Given the sending time of \( s \) \( (s.time) \) and a packet rate \( r \), we can infer the sending time of \( p \) \( (p.time) \). In reverse, to ensure that our inferred sending time of \( p \) falls in the range of \( [p.time-th, p.time+th] \), we must ensure our recorded packet rate \( r \) falls in the range of \( p_range \) = \( [p.index-s.index, p.index+s.index, p.time-th-s.time, p.time-th+s.time] \) (Line 2). Thus, we compare the recorded rate range \( rec_range \) and \( p_range \). If they overlap, we can find a rate, in the intersection of \( rec_range \) and \( p_range \), that can be used to infer a bounded sending time for both \( p \) and all the previous packets between \( s \) and \( p \). Thus, we do not need to sample \( p \) (Line 4). Otherwise, if the two ranges do not overlap, we sample \( p \), record a rate in \( rec_range \), and reset \( rec_range \) (Line 6-7).

DETER can generate the full packet trace for each connection, by combining the recorded (inferred) sending times with the packets generated by the replay of TCP execution.

**Algorithm 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Procedure</th>
<th>Sample (p: a new packet)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>( p_range = [p.index-s.index, p.time-th-s.time, p.time-th+s.time] )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>If ( p_range \cap rec_range \neq \emptyset ) then</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>( rec_range = p_range \cap rec_range )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Else</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>( record(s.index, s.time, rec_range.mid) )</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>( s = p; rec_range = [-\infty, \infty] )</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.4 Replaying Switch Queues

Because we can get all the packets, their sizes, and sending times for each connection in the network (§3.2 and §3.3), we can use them to replay switch queues in simulators (e.g., ns3 [15]) by pushing all the packets at the right time into the network. Replaying switch queues can help us understand the interaction between different connections at the switches (e.g., which flows contend for the queues).
The simulator needs the same topology and switch data plane (e.g., forwarding tables, buffer sharing policies, switching delay, and link propagation delay) as the runtime. Today, many vendors build high-fidelity simulators for their own devices [5, 21, 11]. One can also choose to replay switch queues in a physical network if available. Replaying switch queues also requires that the hosts during the runtime have microsecond-level synchronization, so that the relative packet sending time error across hosts are small. Clock synchronization in data centers is moving towards sub-microseconds level [2, 22, 34].

Replaying the exact queuing behavior is both impractical and unnecessary. It requires recording the exact order of enqueue and dequeue, which is too heavy for the runtime. On the other hand, it is often good enough to show the contending flows and their occupancies with high accuracy.

Thus, we opt for a simple design that can achieve high accuracy. We simply push all the packets into the network at the right time. It can achieve high accuracy because the switch queue occupancy is a continuous function with respect to packet sending times. Since the difference in packet sending times between the runtime and the replay is bounded, the difference of switch queue occupancy is also bounded. Specifically, suppose a packet’s arrival time at a port differs by \( k \) packets transmission time, and the fan-in of that port is \( f \), the queue difference is at most \( (f - 1)k \). \( k \) is small because our sampling bounds the sending time error to 5 us, and there are limited hops to amplify it. \( f \) is also small because the destinations of flows traversing a switch are random\(^4\). Even if \( f \) is large, such as during incast, the queue occupancy is also large, so the difference is a small fraction of the queue.

However, one exception is packet drops. Because dropping packets or not is a binary decision (not a continuous function), even if a microsecond level difference can cause different drops. Specifically, a runtime dropped packet may get through, which we call a false-accept. It also occupies some free space in the queue, leaving less space for later packets that should be in the queue, so one of the later packets may get mistakenly dropped, which we call a false-drop.

We propose to reduce the probability of false-accepts and false-drops by letting the hosts tag should-be-dropped packets. In this way, we ensure that the switches only drop packets with tags (for eliminating false-accept) and always deliver packets without tags (for eliminating false-drop).

The key challenge is how to know which switch to drop the tagged packets. Since the switch queue occupancy is a continuous function, it has bounded differences with respect to the sending time difference. We propose to decide whether to drop packets at a switch based on the switch’s queue occupancy upon packet arrivals. That is, when a should-be-dropped packet arrives at a switch, and the queue occupancy is above a threshold (e.g., > queue max length - 5 MTU), the switch drops the packet.

When a packet only experiences one congested switch on its path, which is the most common case, our solution works well. In the rare case when there are multiple congestion spots on the path, DETER may drop the packet at a wrong location. Our evaluation shows that this heuristic reduces the error of dropping packets\(^5\) from 58.3% to 2.87%.

### 4 Implementation

In this section, we discuss the implementation details of DETER. We just need 139 extra lines of code in the Linux kernel. Then we accomplish the record and replay with two kernel modules and two userspace programs (3000 lines of C and C++ code in total).

**Runtime recording.** For each connection, we first record its configurations, and then record the data listed in Table 1 during its runtime. We note that the configurations of connections on the same server are mostly the same, so we only record the parameters that differ from the default values. Our current prototype starts the recording after the connection is successfully built\(^6\). We now discuss the runtime recording.

**Interaction with the network:** This includes packet drops, ECN, and packet reordering. In our design, we use the IP_ID field to detect packet drops: Linux sends packets of each connection with consecutive IP_ID values, so the receiver can check if there are gaps in the series of incoming packets to detect drops (Similarly, the sender can detect drops in the incoming ACKs)\(^7\). On other platforms that do not have the consecutive IP_ID feature, we use LossRadar\([44]\) to detect drops, which only takes O(#loss) space. The host also checks the ECN of the IP header of each incoming packet, and record

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Data recorded</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Interaction w/ network</td>
<td>losses, ECN, reordering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interaction w/ applications</td>
<td>socket calls</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Handler call from kernel</td>
<td>Timeout handler, resume transmission handler, packet receive handler</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kernel variables</td>
<td>Infrequently updated variables, e.g., jiffies, memory pressure indicator</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Order of lock acquisitions</td>
<td>Influence of frequently updated variables e.g., RACK loss detection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Timestamp samples</td>
<td>sequence number of lock acquisitions for diff. threads</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Runtime recorded data.

---

\(^4\)In theory, the fan-in is within 4 for 99.7% of the time for a 64-port switch with random traffic.

\(^5\)Percentage of false-accept, false-drop, and drop at wrong location in all drops.

\(^6\)Record and replay for connection setup is not very different. The only difference is detecting the drop of the first packet (SYN and SYN-ACK). This can be solved by recording the IP_ID of all SYN packets at both sender and receiver, which just adds 8 bytes for each connection.

\(^7\)This is different from TCP’s drop detection: TCP sender does not distinguish drop of a data packet or its ACK. We must distinguish them because both the sender and the receiver must replay accurately.
1 bit (CE) for it. Sometimes there may be packet reordering, which we can detect also using the IP_ID field.

Recording the interactions with the network is lightweight. In data centers, the packet drop rate is just $10^{-5}$ to $10^{-4}$ [51, 36]. For ECN we just need 1 bit per packet. Reordering is rare, so it does not cost much. We instrument the TCP receive packet handler to record them.

**Socket calls from the application:** We hook the TCP socket call handler functions to record the #bytes and flag, so that we do not need to change the application.

We can reduce the storage overhead of socket calls a lot. We find that there are often identical socket calls. For example, distributed files systems break large files into fixed-size chunks, so most of the send and receive sizes are the same. Thus, we store all the common patterns of socket calls (the common #bytes and flag pairs) for different applications, and only record the pattern numbers in the runtime. DETER associates connections to applications via their TCP port numbers.

**Kernel variables read by TCP:** We record the memory pressure indicator and jiffies with low overhead because their values change infrequently. The memory pressure indicator is very rarely set, and the jiffies increments by 1 every 4 ms. So we just maintain the values of the last read and only record the reads that return a new value.

The mstamp and the send queue byte count are updated frequently. We reduce the overhead by recording their *influences* instead of their values. Specifically, the variables influence the TCP executions by serving as the metrics of if-conditions in TCP. For example, TCP uses the mstamp to detect losses (RACK [16]). We just need to record the loss detection result, rather than the actual value of the clock. We identify and record all the if-conditions they affect (1 bit for each), which relates to loss detection, cwnd reset, TCP segmentation offload, and TCP small queue. Moreover, most of the if-conditions have a dominant result (e.g., loss detection mostly return false), so we reduce the overhead further by only recording when they have the uncommon result.

We use a special reader function to record these values. For example, in the TCP code, we replace `a=jiffies` with `a=reader(jiffies)` to record the value of jiffies and replace `if (mstamp>b)` with `if (reader(mstamp>b))` to record the influence of mstamp. The reader function simply records the value passed to it and returns this value.

**Lock acquisition:** We instrument TCP’s lock acquisition function to record which thread calls this function, so we know the order of lock acquisition by different threads. We also optimize the overhead. Specifically, one thread may acquire the lock many times consecutively. For example, NIC interrupt acquires one lock for each incoming packet, so there are often tens of lock acquisition by NIC interrupt in a row. Therefore, we record the number of consecutive lock acquisitions, instead of recording them individually.

**Sampled sending times:** To get the most accurate timestamps, we sample and record the sending times in the NIC driver, just before TCP pushes packets into the NIC ring buffer.

**Replay.** We now discuss the replay.

**Replay TCP stacks.** Figure 6 shows the replay setup. We implement the packet corrector with NetFilter [7]. It injects drops and CE bits to the incoming packets. We also enforce the reordering here.

To replay the socket calls, we implement a *socket call generator* in the user space to inject socket calls from the applications according to the log.

We also implement a *TCP handler caller*, which is a kernel thread that calls TCP handler functions according to the log. The handler functions include the packet receive handler, the timeout handler, and the resume transmission handler. When calling the packet receive handler, it gets a packet from the packet corrector as an argument to the handler.

To enforce the order of different threads acquiring the lock, we implement a *sequencer*. It knows the order of different threads acquiring the lock based on the log. We instrument the lock acquisition function to check with the sequencer before it actually acquires the lock. If the current thread is not the next to acquire the lock, it waits for other threads until itself is the next to acquire the lock.

We reuse the reader function that we introduced before to feed the recorded kernel variables or their influences. During the replay, the reader function reads the log and return the corresponding value.

**Replay sending and receiving timestamps.** We only record packet sending times for replay. We then infer receiving times from sending times: for the received packet which triggers a new packet to send, we can estimate its receiving time as the sending time of the new packet minus the average packet processing time, which is measured separately. For the received packet that does not trigger a new packet, its gap with the previous received packet is close to their sending time gap.

---

8We require no packet drops before packets entering the packet corrector, so we must make sure no packets get unexpectedly dropped in the queues on the hosts (e.g., NIC ring buffer, softirq queue, qdisc) during the replay. We can set the sizes of these queues large enough to avoid unexpected drops.
because they experience similar network conditions. Note that only the sending times affect the switch queue replay, but not the receiving times.

**Switch queue replay.** We run Precision Time Protocol \[\text{PTP}\] in our testbed. We implement the switch queue replay in both testbed and simulation. For the testbed, we implement a DPDK packet generator that reads the packet trace, tags packets, and sends packets to the NIC at the right time. We use a NetFPGA-based switch to implement the drop accuracy improvement (§3.4). It is also implementable in P4 \[\text{P4}\]. We also implement the replay in a packet-level simulation in ns3 \[\text{ns3}\], with the same topology, link delay and bandwidth, switch queuing algorithm, and routing state as the testbed.

## 5 Evaluation

In this section, we demonstrate the benefits of deterministic replay in \text{DETER} by showing how we diagnose TCP performance problems in a Spark application with 6.2K connections, the tail latency problem in an empirical web search workload with incasts, and example problems in a local testbed.

We also measure the CPU and storage overhead of \text{DETER} recording and the accuracy of \text{DETER} replay. Our evaluation shows that \text{DETER} only uses 2.1–3.1% compared to fully compressed packet traces and requires 0.094%-1.49% of CPU overhead. \text{DETER} also fully replays the sequences of packets at hosts and replays switch queues with lower than 1 MTU differences on average.

### 5.1 Diagnosis in Spark

**Evaluation setting.** We run a TeraSort job in Spark \[\text{Spark}\] that sorts 200 GB data on 20 servers connected with 10Gbps network in Amazon EC2 \[\text{EC2}\]. We use 4 executors (i.e., 4 cores) and 20GB memory on each server. The NIC MTU is 1500B. We enable TCP segmentation offload, and disable generic receive offload\[\text{9}\]. We run \text{DETER} on all servers to record data for all connections during the runtime and also run Tcpdump \[\text{Tcpdump}\] to collect the packet traces as the groundtruth.

**Replay accuracy.** We use \text{DETER} to replay each connection and run Tcpdump during the replay. We compare the packet traces we collected during runtime and replay. The sequence of packets are exactly the same (we have a one-to-one mapping of TCP headers). The sending time differences between packets are lower than 5 us.

**Diagnosis.** We can use \text{DETER} to identify and diagnose tail latency problem in Spark. We define each flow as all the packets belonging to the same Spark message. Spark usually sends one large message with multiple socket calls. So if a socket call starts after all the previous packets are acknowledged, we treat the socket call as a new message. Otherwise, we treat it as part of the previous message.

---

\[9\]We have not implemented replay for it, but it is not hard (§7).

---

We find that the tail latency of flows from HDFS are mostly caused by receiver limit, because their receive windows frequently reach zero.

The 99.9 percentile latency for flows between Spark workers experience a variety of problems as summarized in Table 2. For flows shorter than 1MB, their tail latency are mostly caused by packet drops (RTO or fast retransmission (FR)). For flows longer than 10MB, their tail latency are mostly caused by receive window frequently reaching zero (Rwnd=0).

The flows in the range \([100KB,1MB]\) are of particular interests, because most of their tail latencies (18 out of 24) are caused by multiple delayed ACKs. We show the sender side packet trace for one of them in Figure 7; others have similar patterns. The sender frequently gets blocked after sending a burst of packets, until around 40 ms later when the ACK comes back. Such burst-40ms-ACK pattern repeats multiple times and causes excessive delay. This is out of our expectation, because the receiver should acknowledge every two data packets.

So we use \text{DETER} to replay again, and use TCP Probe to print the variables that decide whether to delay the ACK. We find that TCP explicitly delays the ACK because the free space in the receive buffer is shrinking. This suggests that the root cause is the application not reading the data in the receive buffer in time. So we replay again and confirms that the receiver application is slow in issuing receive socket calls. Our guess is that the application is busy with processing data, so the CPU is the bottleneck in this case.

\text{DETER} helps us to effectively diagnose the problems caused by the network (e.g., RTO, fast retransmission). In addition, it also helps us identify problems caused by applications. This is helpful because in data centers it is often unclear where the performance bottleneck is, and blaming the network is often the first reaction \[\text{28}\]. Unlike previous systems that infer the bottleneck \[\text{58, 28}\], \text{DETER} helps us quantify the duration of different bottlenecks without instrumenting the applications.

**Overhead.** \text{DETER} records a total of 200.6 MB data in the runtime. For comparison, Tcpdump uses 22.4 GB to record only the IP and TCP headers and timestamps and 6.5 GB after applying the state-of-the-art compression solution \[\text{38}\]. \text{DETER} storage overhead is only 3.1% of compressed packet traces.

If we keep using \text{DETER} to monitor a data center that continuously runs such Spark jobs, \text{DETER} storage overhead translates to 2.8 GB/host/day. We can delete the data every day if we do not see performance problems.

We also use Linux perf \[\text{8}\] to evaluate the CPU overhead of \text{DETER} recording. \text{DETER} uses 0.094% of total CPU time.

### 5.2 Diagnosis in Data Center Workload

**Evaluation setting.** We now generate TCP tail latency problems using empirical workloads modeled after traffic patterns that have been observed in production datacenters. We run
a client-server RPC call software [6] in the same 20-node Amazon EC2 testbed. The clients set up a persistent TCP connection to each server, and request flows according to Poisson process from a random server. We set the flow sizes following the distribution observed in a production data center running web search applications [26]. We also add incast traffic pattern, by having the client simultaneously request 10 random servers, so the 10 servers respond synchronously causing incast. We set the average request rate to have an 80% network load, and 20% of the load is incast traffic. We generate a total of 280K requests over 380 persistent connections. All 20 nodes run both client and server.

Similar to the Spark program, we use Tcpdump to collect traces at both the runtime and the replay and show that DETER can provide deterministic replay for all the connections.

**Diagnosing tail latency.** In Table 3, we classify the root causes into five categories: congestion (i.e., low throughput), the fast retransmission happens very late (late FR), ACK drops (so the sender gets stuck), tail drops (so the packets at the end of a flow get dropped), and RTO.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Flow size (MB)</th>
<th>&lt;0.1</th>
<th>[0.1, 1]</th>
<th>[1, 10]</th>
<th>&gt;10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>RTO</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FR</td>
<td>74</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Delayed ACK</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RWFind</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slow start</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Reasons for 99.9-th percentile latency for flows of different sizes in Spark.

We analyze the short flows (100KB-1MB) with latency above 99.9-th percentile as an example. At the 99.9-th percentile, flows experience 173.8 slow down of completion time compared to the case of running the flow alone. We make the following interesting observations:

**RTO is not the main root cause of tail latency.** A widely discussed reason for tail latency is RTO [29, 54]. But actually RTO is rare in this experiment. The reason is that when there are multiple requests in the same connection, later requests can help recover the packet losses of previous requests, so TCP loss recovery is effective in this scenario.

**Fast retransmission (FR) is delayed for 10s of milliseconds.** When these flows experience loss, the senders start FR after 10s of duplicate ACKs (dupACKs). This is unexpected because the normal threshold for FR is 3 dupACKs. And this is bad because short flows usually do not have so many dupACKs. In fact, most (22 out of 27) of these flows do not have enough dupACKs on their own; their FR starts 10s of milliseconds later when another request in the same connection starts and triggers more dupACKs.

With DETER, we can replay repeatedly and gain more insight into the problem. To understand why it requires so many dupACKs for FR, we replay the connection of the flow that experiences late FR with the highest slow down. We use TCP Probe [13] to print out the threshold for dupACKs (tp->reordering) on every ACK’s arrival during the replay.

We find that this threshold starts at 3, but later increases (and never decreases), so when the flow that experience late FR arrive, the threshold is 45. We search in the TCP code, and find the threshold only increases when TCP detects reordering. So we replay again and print out the ACKs when the threshold increases, and find that they do reflect reordering.

A quick fix is to set the upper bound of this threshold (net.ipv4.tcp_max_reordering) lower, but it risks spurious retransmission in the presence of reordering. A potential optimization to TCP may be regularly reducing the threshold.

**Overhead** DETER records a total of 103.8 MB, which is 2.1% of compressed packet traces. (Tcpdump records 16.8 GB, or 4.9 GB with compression.)

The CPU overhead is 1.49%. The overhead is higher than in Spark, because the client-server software only uses CPU to send and receive data, without any data processing. In fact, it spends 99.78% of its CPU time in the networking stack (including DETER). So 1.49% is very close to the lower bound of DETER CPU overhead.

5.3 Diagnosing RTO in a Testbed

RTO usually has a large impact on the latency. However, there are many different causes of RTO, and often involves different parameters. In §2.1 we have shown one case. Here we show two other causes for RTO that we see in our testbed. In all cases, TCP counters can only be the first step—knowing that timeouts and packet losses happen. But it is very hard to realize the relationship between the timeout and other events.

With DETER, we can replay the connection to get the packet traces and trace the TCP execution to dig out the root cause.

**Evaluation setting.** We use 3 hosts connected through a single switch via 10 Gbps links. We pick two of the hosts as senders and the rest one as the receiver. Each of the senders sends one long flow (10 MB) to the receiver. One of the senders also sends a short flow (10 KB) to the receiver.

**Root cause 1: Not enough dupACKs.** In this case, the short flow experiences RTO. We use DETER to replay the connections and capture the packet trace. The trace shows that the short flow sends 7 packets in the first round, and the 5-th packet gets dropped. Thus, although the 6-th and the 7-th packets trigger dupACKs, the number of dupACKs is not enough to trigger fast retransmission.

**Root cause 2: Setting large TCP receive buffer size.** The receive buffer size is a frequently tuned parameter for networks with different bandwidth-delay products. For example,
an inter-data center connection with 100ms RTT and 1Gbps bandwidth need 12.5MB buffer size. Unfortunately, a large receive buffer can cause RTO issues. Here we show the diagnosis in an example with 10MB receive buffer.

We first replay and capture the packet trace. However, the time series of data packets and ACK packets shows a very different scenario. After a packet loss, there are more than 3 dupACKs, but the sender does not fast retransmit the lost packet. This is unexpected because just 3 dupACKs should trigger fast retransmission.

We first suspect that this may be the late FR case that we show in §5.2, so we replay again and print out dupACK threshold. But it shows that the threshold is 3.

To dig out the root cause, we replay again, and use Ftrace to get the function call graph of handling each ACK. Surprisingly, We find that TCP does not go to the dupACK branch. This means TCP even does not treat them as dupACKs. With the surprise in mind, we replay again and use TCP Probe to print the variables that are used to classify ACKs as duplicates. The $\text{flag} = 4$. This means each of these ACKs carries a different window size. We confirm this in the packet trace: each ACK carries a larger window size.

The direct cause for this problem is that the receive buffer size is very large. The receive window starts with a small size, and increases two MSS per received data packet until reaching configured receive buffer size. Thus, the window size keeps growing throughout the lifetime of this connection. However, this also suggests a potential optimization to TCP that it should have a smarter classification for dupACKs.

5.4 Evaluating Switch Queue Replay

Now we evaluate the accuracy of replaying switch queues in our testbed and simulation. We first run traffic in our testbed, and replay the queue to evaluate the accuracy. Then to understand how the switch queue replay works under more switches and more congestions, we run empirical traffic in a large scale simulation, and replay the queues.

5.4.1 Evaluation with Testbed

Evaluation setting: The testbed comprises 3 hosts. To get the groundtruth of the queue content, we use a NetFPGA switch and program it to send out the queue content through the unused port. The switch has a total of 393 KB buffer shared across 3 ports. The MTU is 1500 B. The host clocks are synchronized with 100s of nanoseconds precision by Precision Time Protocol [2].

Because congestion is the most challenging scenario to replay, we set traffic to have severe congestion. We use 2 hosts as senders and the rest one as a receiver. Each of the two senders generates 2 long flows (10 MB each) to the receiver simultaneously. Each sender also generates 4 short flows (10 KB each) to the receiver, one every 5 ms. So there are a total of 4 long flows and 8 short flows.

During the runtime, we use DETER to collect data, and also collect the content of the congested queue. Then we first replay each connection to get the packet trace, and replay the queue. We replay the queue in both the original testbed, and in a simulation. The simulation has the same topology, and simulates the same link throughput, latency, and buffer setting as the NetFPGA switch.

Accuracy: The metric we use is queue content difference: the difference between the runtime queue $q_{\text{run}}$ and the replay queue $q_{\text{rep}}$ that each packet sees. Formally, we define $qdiff = \sum_{f \in q_{\text{run}} \cup q_{\text{rep}}} |f.size_{\text{run}} - f.size_{\text{rep}}|$, where $f.size_{\text{run}}$ means the bytes of flow $f$ in the queue during the runtime and $f.size_{\text{rep}}$ is for the replay.

On average the queue content difference is 0.57 MTU in the testbed, and 1.0 MTU in the simulation. On the 99-th percentile, the difference is 4.83 MTU in the testbed, and 3.85 MTU in the simulation, both of which are very low compared to the buffer size. Replay in the testbed has a slightly higher tail difference because timing variations (e.g., thread scheduling) exist in the testbed, but not in the simulation.

5.4.2 Evaluation in Large Scale Simulation

Our testbed evaluation shows that the replay is effective for one switch. In production, there are more hosts, multiple layers of switches, and more congestions across the switches. So we use simulation to evaluate a larger scale network.

Evaluation setting: We run the simulation in ns3 [15], with 320 switches and 1024 hosts connected through a K=16 Fat-Tree with 10 Gbps links. Each switch has 2 MB buffer, shared by all its 16 ports. To simulate the clock synchronization error, we add a delta to each host’s clock, with a uniform distribution between 0 and 5 us.

The traffic includes both empirical background traffic that follows the flow size distribution of a web search workload [26], and incast traffic. The source and the destination of each background flow are chosen uniformly random. The flow arrival rate follows a Poisson process, and we vary the flow arrival rate to achieve different levels of traffic load, from 10% to 80%. We also generate the incast traffic by having the client simultaneously requests 40 servers, each of which sends back 250 KB response (10 MB total response size). We generate 2400 incast per-second.

To understand how the sampling affects the accuracy, we sample the sending times with different threshold of error: 2 us, 5 us, and 10 us. We then replay the queues.

Accuracy: Figure 8 shows the queue content difference of all queues in the network. The difference increases mildly

---

10We use the commonly used dynamic threshold [31] with $\alpha = 4$.

11For the buffer sharing policy, we use the commonly used dynamic threshold [31] with $\alpha = 4$.

12PTP in LAN can achieve sub-microsecond accuracy, and under 3.2 us in WAN most of the time [12]. More advanced clock synchronizations [41, 34] guarantee sub-microsecond accuracy. We choose 5 us to be conservative.
1.8 MTU (at tail) difference compared to 2 us. would not stress the network at this level, so we believe the with higher load, both on average and at the 99-th percentile. For example, with 5 us threshold of error, at 30% load, the maximum load of most data centers in practice [50, 14], the differences are 0.78 MTU on average and 5.7 MTU at 99 percentile. At 80% load, an extremely high load, the differences are 1.7 MTU on average and 9.7 MTU at the tail. It also shows that a 5 us threshold achieves relatively good accuracy: it only increases less than 0.3 MTU (on average) and less than 1.8 MTU (at tail) difference compared to 2 us.

We also compare the packet drop error with and without the drop accuracy improvement. The drop error is \#false_accept + \#false_drop + \#drop_wrong_location \#packets_dropped_in_either_runtime_or_replay. Our evaluation shows that the drop error reduces significantly. For example, for 5 us sampling threshold at 30% load, the error reduces from 58.3% to 2.87%.

The drop error is low under various loads, from 2.52% at the 10% load, to 3.81% at the 80% load. There is no false-drop, as the simulation can avoid this (§3.4). Most errors are false-accepts. Only less than 0.37% of the drops show up at wrong locations, which means we can trust the drops in the replay with high confidence, because only 0.37% of them give wrong locations. Since 80% load is extremely high and we also added incast traffic, we believe most data centers would not stress the network at this level, so we believe the drop error rate is low in general.

5.4.3 Diagnosing RTO Using Queue Information
Sometimes RTO can be caused by the queuing mechanisms of switches. We run the traffic in a 4 host (A, B, C, D) testbed. B and C respectively send 5 long flows (500MB each) to A. In the middle of the long flow transmission, A, C and D respectively send 5 short flows (100KB each) to B simultaneously. Two of the long flows from C to A experience RTO. Using DETER to replay them, we find that they both drop a whole window of packets, at the same time. But this time we cannot find any problem in the TCP stack. So we use the packet traces for all the connections to replay switch queues in an ns3 simulator.

During the replay, we collect all the enqueue and drop events at the switch. The packets are dropped at queue 0 of the switch. Figure 9 shows the length and the cumulative drop count of queue 0. At around 10 ms, there is a sudden increase in drops. Unexpectedly, the queue length is decreasing at the same time. We suspect that the switch buffer sharing [31] causes this problem, because the threshold of a queue decreases when the total buffer utilization of the switch grows.

So we replay again and monitor other queues of the switch. We find that a burst of packets builds up queue 1 at the time of queue 0 drops packets. This confirms our hypothesis.

This problem could also happen in data centers because most data center switches use shared memory across different queues. The threshold of any queue is proportional to the total free buffer size. If the switch buffer utilization suddenly increases, the threshold shrinks, which causes temporary blackhole at the almost-full queues (e.g., queue 0 in Figure 9). The sudden increase in switch buffer utilization can happen because of incast, which is common in data centers.

6 Related Work

Replay systems. There are many replay systems for kernel, multicore applications and distributed systems [52, 40, 33, 49, 27, 37, 17]. They record the input and interaction of the target of replay (a subset of components of the entire system) with the rest of the system to isolate the target, and then make sure that the target itself replays accurately. There are two ways to directly adopt such replay techniques for TCP: (1) Replay each host’s TCP stack separately. This means we should record every packet as they are the input to the stack, which is a significant overhead. (2) Replay the whole network altogether, including all connections and switches, which is very expensive and hard to get right as shown in §2.2. DETER customizes replay techniques for TCP: we replay each connection (a pair of TCP stacks), and only record the mutations to the packet stream in between (drop/ECN) to reduce the overhead of recording every packet, while avoiding replay the whole network together. We also introduce customized solutions to reduce the overhead of recording non-deterministic variables inside the TCP stack.

Monitoring tools in data centers. Per-packet monitoring tools [18, 10, 38] and TCP execution tracing tools [13] provide detailed information for diagnosis, but running them continuously is too expensive. To reduce overhead, people
collect coarser-grained information such as TCP counters [58, 28] or per-flow stats on the host [53] or switches [4, 43]. There are also query systems (e.g., Everflow [59], Trumpet [46], Marple [47]) that allow operators to specify the packets and events to capture in a network. DETER is complementary to these works in that it enables deterministic replay for debugging the same performance problem iteratively. DETER requires low recording overhead at runtime and allow operators to use all kinds of monitoring tools during the replay.

Other network-related replay. OFRewind [57] replays the switch control plane, while DETER replays TCP and the switch data plane. Monkey [30] and Swing [55] are tools that synthesize testing traffic based on the runtime recorded traffic pattern, while DETER focus on replay for diagnosis.

7 Discussion

Extension to other network transport features: Here are a few examples of transport features that may affect the replay. Generic receive offload (GRO): If GRO [3] is enabled, we also need to record the way it merges packets. It just requires recording the number of packets being merged into one segment, which is available in the skb metadata and just costs 6 bits per merge. Usually each merging contains 10s of packets, so the overhead is low. During the replay, the packet corrector should also merge the incoming packets as recorded.

Delay-based congestion control (CC): Our current prototype is based on loss-based CC. To extend our solution to delayed-based CC, we need to record the timestamps that used for updating CC states. We can compress them a lot, because consecutive timestamps differ by a few microseconds most of the time, so we just need a few bits to record the delta.

RED in switch: RED randomly drop packets. Replaying the queues and drops may have a large error in this case, but replaying TCP connections is not affected. This shows the benefit of our design decision: decoupling the replay of each individual connection, so that it does not depend on switches. Use cases of DETER. DETER is designed for ease of use. The only requirement is that the user turns on DETER on both endpoints of the connection, which is often the case for network operators and cloud tenants. Internet application developers can also use DETER for performance testing. Data center network operators may also benefit from replaying the switch queues, because they may have the network topology and switch data plane simulators.

Host stack changes. If the host stack changes, DETER may need to change accordingly, but it is not hard. First, Linux already abstracts CC out of basic TCP framework, so changes to CC does not need to recode DETER in the basic framework, which contains most of the recording. Besides, we have principles for what to record and replay (Table 1 and §4), so it would be easy to identify the required changes to DETER.

We expect the recording overhead would not change much with stack changes, because most of the overhead comes from socket calls and lock acquisitions, both of which are not sensitive to stack changes: socket call is determined by the applications, and most lock acquisitions are for receiving packets whose amount is determined by traffic volumes. The overhead associated with kernel variables is very small with our technique of recording their updates or influences, and we believe this benefit remains in the future.

Generality to other transport protocols. We believe the replay technique is general across different protocols. Basically, what other transport protocols do are not very different from TCP: reads from/writes to applications, sends/receives packets, and possibly controls sending rate based on packet measurement. Similar to TCP, we just need to record the interaction with the application and the network, and then make sure we handle the concurrency inside the protocol.

Network failures. Network failures (e.g., routing fluctuations or blackholes) do not affect DETER replaying the connections, but do affect DETER replaying the switch queues which assumes that the routing states are stable. However, network failures are themselves bigger problems than the problems related to switch queueing, and there are many other works focus on addressing such issues [59, 36, 45, 56, 43]. DETER is complementary to these works, because it helps to understand how TCP reacts to such conditions.

Storage overhead of socket calls. Usually the number of socket calls is much smaller than the number of packets. Production data center survey [26, 35] shows that most network bytes are from large flows (>1 MB), which usually mean large send/receive sizes. Moreover, even if an application has many short messages, the developers tend to batch them into a large one to reduce the CPU overhead. If some network does only have applications that generate small socket calls, recording every socket calls may be high overhead.

8 Conclusion

DETER enables deterministic TCP replay, which can reproduce performance problems, provide packet traces and support tracing of TCP executions. DETER eliminates the butterfly effect by replaying individual TCP connections separately and capture all the interactions between a TCP connection with the application and the network in a lightweight fashion. We demonstrate that DETER is effective in diagnosing a variety of TCP performance problems.
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